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Abstract

In the period of the Renaissance in Italy the influence of humanism was pervasive.  This 

thesis gives a background on humanist philosophy and then looks at its influence on the 

Literature and Music of the 14th Century and the 16th Century.  Humanism is defined as the 

search for eloquence, drawing inspiration from classical sources.  It is shown how eloquence in 

the writings of Petrarca was mainly political while in texts from the 16th century in the pastoral 

genre it also dealt with the expression of inner feelings.  This genre was influential on composers 

at the end of the Renaissance, such as Claudio Monteverdi, who were searching for a 

compositional style that would effect the emotions of listeners; a kind of musical humanism.



Humanism in the Italian Renaissance in Literature and Music

Beginning in the 14th Cenutry in Italy a major shift in thinking occurred in all of the arts 

along with practically every aspect of life.  This time period is generally considered the start of 

the historical period called the Renaissance.  The differences between the Renaissance and the 

Middle Ages which proceeded it can be summed up as differences in the “style of living” (Hay 

2).  

The style of living is what in a sense changes in history and history is about what 

changes.  And the style of living does not only involve clothes and buildings and 

decoration; it involves the justification of the kind of life we lead, the adjustment between 

duty and pleasure, the way we learn and what we learn, the way we pray and what we 

pray for.  In this vast domain, the territory of our public purposes, the period of the 

Renaissance witnesses enormous innovations... (Hay 3).

This was certainly true in the fields of literature and music.  One of the more important 

innovations was the pervasive influence of humanism.  One definition of humanism could be the 

search for eloquence, drawing inspiration from classical sources.  For one of the first humanist 

intellectuals from the 14th Century, Francesco Petrarca, his search for eloquence was mainly 

focused on political issues and on honoring and preserving the deeds of great men.  Later on in 

the Renaissance, during the 16th Century, we can still see a political element in the literature of 

pastoral genre that was extremely popular during that time period.  There is also present, 

however, an emphasis on the eloquent expression of inner conflicts and feelings.  It is literature 

from this genre that would be a major source of texts and themes for composers at the end of the 

Renaissance, such as Claudio Monteverdi, who were trying to compose music which would have 

a greater emotional effect, a kind of musical humanism.      



The term humanism does not connote any particular philosophy and its meaning changed 

throughout the Renaissance.  It did, however, always indicate a certain system of values about 

the purpose of knowledge.  The first people to be called humanists were in fact teachers of the 

‘humanities’ which included grammar, rhetoric, poetry, history, and moral philosophy (Gray 

201).  Humanists were not just concerned with teaching these disciplines but with the practical 

application of them.  They “…believed that education should equip a man to lead a good life, 

and that therefore the function of knowledge was not merely to demonstrate the truth of given 

precepts, but to impel people toward their acceptance and application”  (Gray 202).  They were 

also “critical of late-medieval intellectualism…” and “…sought a more direct appeal to human 

feelings, that is to the will.  Poetry and rhetoric, having this direct emotional appeal, moved to a 

central position, along with biographies and histories held up as moral models” (Carlton 68).

Although the scholastic philosophy of the period just preceding the Renaissance was not 

looked upon favorably by the humanists they were not creating entirely original forms and ideas. 

They were also concerned with studying and imitating the classical Roman and Greek 

civilizations.  The idea that lost knowledge was being revived in the Renaissance can be seen 

clearly in what Matteo Palmieri wrote in his Vita Civile in the 1430’s:

Where was the painter’s art till Giotto tardily restored it?  A caricature of the art of 

human delineation!  Sculpture and architecture, for long years sunk to the merest travesty 

of art, are only today in process of rescue from obscurity; only now are they being 

brought to a new pitch of perfection by men of genius and erudition.  Of letters and 

liberal studies at large it were best to be silent altogether.  For these, the real guides to 

distinction in all the arts, the solid foundation of all civilization, have been lost to 

mankind for 800 years and more.  It is but in our own day that men dare boast that they 



see the dawn of better things.  For example, we owe it to our Leonardo Bruni that Latin, 

so long a bye-word for its uncouthness, has begun to shine forth in its ancient purity, its 

beauty, its majestic rhythm.  Now, indeed, may every thoughtful spirit thank God that it 

has been permitted to him to be born in this new age, so full of hope and promise, which 

already rejoices in a greater array of nobly-gifted souls than the world has seen in the 

thousand years that have preceded it. (qtd. in Hay 11). 

This quote is interesting because it shows that the idea of a rebirth from a “dark” age was not an 

observation made by later historians but that it was a strong feeling of people alive at the time.  It 

also shows an emphasis on letters and liberal studies and the revival of Latin in its “ancient 

purity.”  

While the classical authors were studied throughout the Middle Ages, they were studied 

very differently from how the humanists of the Renaissance studied them.  In the Middle Ages 

classical authors were for the most part read in compendia that transmitted 

cristallizzazioni estreme della cultura antica all'insegnamento medievale; e sono questi i 

libri innanzi a cui un reverente atteggiamento limita l'opera del maestro alla chiosa, 

all'ossessivo e torturante commento, il quale deve solo svelare la verità chiusa nella 

pagina investita dal carattere sacro proprio della parola scritta...Proprio perché il testo 

scritto da chi ha autorità si pone esso stesso come oggetto unico di conoscenza, 

dispensando dalla ricerca diretta, ogni sforzo di approfondimento si appunta a scavare la 

verità nello scritto, che non è più un documento umano, ma un oracolo a cui va strappato 

il senso segreto. (Garin 21).

The humanists on the other hand wanted to understand classical authors in their historical 

context.  Speaking of the ideas of classical philosophers and humanists’ approach to them Garin 



explains, “Solo la conquista del senso dell'antico come senso della storia--propria 

dell'umanesimo filologico--permise di valutare quelle teorie per ciò che esse erano davvero: 

pensamenti d'uomini, prodotti di una certa cultura, risultati di parziali e particolari esperienze, 

non oracoli della natura o di Dio, rivelati da Aristotele o Averroè, ma immagini ed escogitazioni 

umane” (17).  Ermolao Barbaro, in the introductory lecture to his course on Aristotle, “sentiva il 

bisogno di dire esser suo scopo far entrare Aristotele come viva persona in un colloquio 

umano…Un uomo vivo e presente, amato nei suoi limiti” (Garin 22).  Humanists studied 

classical authors not as irrefutable sources of divine truth but as men.  This did not, however, 

make them any less valuable.  As men their experiences and the ideas that resulted from their 

historical times could be useful in helping modern men better understand their world.  

Besides entering into a conversation with classical authors, many humanists sought to 

imitate their style.  An important part of what the humanists were trying to revive from the 

ancient world was eloquence.  During the Middle Ages in Italy most intellectuals were found at 

the universities where the principal subjects of study were law and medicine.  Italian culture 

valued most highly the practical application of knowledge as opposed to the metaphysical or 

theological applications (Guglielminetti 15).  In this sense the humanists’ interest in imitating 

ancient authors rhetoric can be seen as an effort to give their studies a practial application. 

Another important influence on this trend was the changing place of the intellectual in society 

that began during the 1300’s.  In this period, “si prepara la ‘metamorfosi’ del professore 

nell’umanista, intendendosi per questo l’intelletuale che vive a corte e è alle dipendenze del 

principe” (Guglielminetti 14).  Through the art of rhetoric humanists could be useful to their 

patron by arguing their patron’s political positions or praising their patron with eloquent words. 

This last point can be seen in “a favorite commonplace of the 15th century…to deplore the 



darkness of the Middle Ages, dark not because they lacked men of talent or noble acts, but 

because the light of eloquence had not illuminated and so preserved them” (Gray 205).  This did 

not mean, however, that humanists focused on style to the detriment of everything else, or that 

they were not conscious of the possible effects of their words.  

True eloquence, according to the humanists, could arise only out of a harmonious union 

between wisdom and style; its aim was to guide men toward virtue and worthwhile goals, 

not to mislead them for vicious or trivial purposes.  It was this conception of eloquence 

which the humanists placed in opposition to scholastic philosophy. (Gray 201).

The influence of this search for eloquence can be seen throughout the Renaissance in both 

literature and music.  

One of the first humanist writers was Francesco Petrarca (1304-1374).  He even became a 

model for later humanists.  Leonardo Bruni wrote in his biography of Petrarca of 1436, 

“Francesco Petrarca fu il primo il quale ebbe tanta grazia d’ingegno, che riconobbe e rivocò in 

luce l’antica leggiadria dello stilo perduto e spento” (qtd in Garin 27).  And it was not only Bruni 

who felt this way.  

Il padre verace della nuova devozione per la humanitas classica fu, agli occhi di tutti, il 

Petrarca.  Il quale si avvicinò alle lettere, agli studia humanitatis, con la consapevolezza 

del loro significato, del valore che per l’umanità intera aveva una educazione dello spirito 

condotta nel colloquio assiduo con i grandi maestri del mondo antico. (Garin 28).    

Petrarca was a model to later humanists not just because of his study of ancient authors but also 

because of what he did with those studies.    

Petrarca’s studies seem to have been stimulated in part by a dissatisfaction with his own 

age.  In his Letter to Posterity he explains:



I have dwelt especially upon antiquity, for our own age has always repulsed me, so that, 

had it not been for the love of those dear to me, I should have preferred to have been born 

in any other period than our own.  In order to forget my own time I have constantly 

striven to place myself in spirit in other ages, and consequently I have delighted in 

history. (qtd. in Robinson 20). 

His studies of ancient authors led him to seek to emulate them in his own age.  Petrarch explains 

his philosophy on imitation in a letter to Boccaccio.  He discusses one of his pupils who he is 

very pleased with.  He tells Boccaccio of this pupil, “I am confident that he will develop vigour 

of thought and expression, and work out, as the result of his experiments, a style of his own, and 

learn to avoid imitation, or, better, to conceal it, so as to give the impression not of copying but 

rather of bringing to Italy from the writers of the ancient world something new” (qtd in Robinson 

289).  Petrarca further explains by way of an analogy that good imitation

…should not be like that of a painting or statue  to the person represented, but rather like 

that of a son to father, where there is often great difference in the features and members, 

and yet after all there is a shadowy something,--akin to what our painters call one’s air,--

hovering about the face, and especially the eyes, out of which there  grows a likeness that 

immediately, upon our beholding the child, calls the father up before us. (qtd. In 

Robinson 290).

The reading of great authors in Petrarca’s philosophy can be a good starting point for the 

inspiration of a new work, which brings to mind the older work but is still quite different from it. 

In his Oration for the Laurea Petrarca sets forth his philosophy on poetry.  He begins by 

quoting a passage from Virgil upon which he bases the first part of his speech.   The passage 

reads, “Ma per le ardue solitudini del Parnaso mi trascina un dolce amore” (Petrarca “Opere 



Latine” 1257).  He uses this passage as a metaphor for his work as a poet.  The “ardue solitudini 

del Parnaso” are the difficulties he faces as a poet; the “dolce amore” that pulls him represents 

those things that push him to continue despite these difficulties.  

The first difficulty he discusses is that poetry is a more difficult art than all the others. 

He quotes a passage from Cicero’s Pro Archia which explains this point:  

Da uomini di grandissima erudizione e dottrina apprendiamo questo: lo studio delle 

altre discipline si fonda sull'ingegno, sulla cultura e sull'abilità, mentre il poeta è valido 

per la sua stessa natura ed è stimolato dalle sue capacità intelletuali ed è investito, per 

così dire, da un alito divino: sicché non a torto il nostro grande Ennio definisce a suo 

buon diritto 'santi' i poeti, perché sembrano a noi affidati per grazia divina (Petrarca 

“Opere Latine” 1259).

Being a good poet was not something that could be gained through practice or hard work but was 

a gift that was bestowed from a divine source.  Petrarca believed that many people had worked 

all their lives towards excellence in poetry and never achieved it (Petrarca “Opere Latine” 1261). 

This meant Petrarca was taking a risk by deciding to pursue poetry anyway.  Petrarca’s second 

point is that fate has always made it difficult for him to pursue poetry, but he does not provide 

details so as not to talk about sad things on a happy day (Petrarca “Opere Latine” 1261).  The last 

point he makes about his difficulties as a poet is that while poetry at the times of Virgil, Varo, 

Ovid, and Flacco was highly valued and poets were highly honored, in his times a poet has no 

hope because “il ricco avaro ha ormai imparato ad ammirare e a lodare soltanto quelli che sanno 

parlare” (Petrarca “Opere Latine” 1263). 

Despite these difficulties Petrarca was able to continue in his work in poetry for three 

reasons: the honor of the state, his own honour, and to inspire others to follow his example.  It 



was for the honor of the state that Petrarca chose to receive his laurea in Rome despite a 

competing offer from the University of Paris.  He rembers the great poets of Ancient Rome who 

also received their laurel crowns in the same place and it is partly to honor them and partly to 

honor his homeland that he chose Rome.  He regrets the fact that the tradition of crowning poets 

with a laurel crown has not been in practice for over 1000 years and hopes that his laurea might 

revive it.  He says, “confido che questa venuta non sarà senza gloria per questa città e per quella 

da cui vengo e per l’Italia tutta, se non per altro per l’eccezionalità del fatto” (Petrarca “Opere 

Latine” 1267).  

His own honor was the second reason that Petrarca continued to pursue poetry.  To 

Petrarca this a very natural desire that all men have.  He points out that even those philosophers 

who discuss at great length their contempt for glory put their names on the spines of the books 

they write on the topic (Petrarca “Opere Latine” 1267).  The final reason Petrarca gives for his 

passion for poetry is his desire to help others follow the same path.  He knows that while there 

are a few who hate to follow in others footsteps, most are afraid to set out on a difficult path 

without a guide.  He hopes to be that guide for many who share his goals but have been to afraid 

to begin the journey (Petrarca “Opere Latine” 1269).

In the rest of his oration Petrarca discusses his views on the role of a poet.  He quotes 

Lattanzio who said, “…il compito del poeta è proprio quello di dare un diverso aspetto alla realtà 

con varie figurazioni, indirettamente, trasformandola con una certa eleganza.  Ma inventare tutto 

quel che si dice significa essere inetti e bugiardi, piuttosto che poeti” (Petrarca “Opere Latine” 

1271).  Poetry is not just a creation of the poets imagination but instead must have something to 

do with the real world.  Petrarca further expands this point saying:



…I poeti, sotto il velo dell’invenzione, trattarono questioni ora di fisica, ora di morale, 

ora di storia, sicché è vero quello che spesso affermo: tra la funzione del poeta e quella 

dello storico e del filosofo (morale o naturale) c’è la stessa differenza che tra un cielo 

nuvoloso e uno sereno: la luce che si cela sotto l’uno e sotto l’altro è la stessa, ma si 

differenzia secondo la capacità di percezione di chi guarda.  E tuttavia, tanto più dolce 

diventa la poesia, quanto più laboriosa è la ricerca della verità, che rende più e più dolci i 

suoi frutti… (Petrarca “Opere Latine” 1271).

Here Petrarca elevates the poet’s task above even those of historians or philosophers.  While the 

last two occupy themselves with things that are clear and obvious, the poet must deal with 

hidden truths that require work to uncover.  But the work that is required makes the fruits of 

poetry even sweeter than of the other fields of study.

Petrarca also discusses the immortality of poetry and its role in preserving the great deeds 

of men.  He quotes several ancient authors discussing the immortality poetry brings to both poets 

and their subjects.  As one example Petrarca quotes Virgil who said of himself and the subjects 

of his poems, “Fortunati entrambi, se i miei carmi hanno un qulache valore  Nessun giorno potrà 

mai cancellarvi dalla memore età…” (Petrarca “Opere Latine” 1273).  Petrarca speaks of men 

who were “pieni di gloria durante la vita e degni di ricordo…i cui nomi tuttavia per lo scorrere 

del tempo sommerse l’oblio, soltanto per questo: che non seppero affidare i loro sentimenti alla 

penna vigorosa e duratura di un uomo di lettere” (Petrarca 1273).  In one of his sonnets Petrarca 

expresses this same point through the image of Alexander the Great at the tomb of Achilles.

Giunto Alexandro a la famosa tomba

del fero Achille, sospirando disse:

O fortunato, che sì chiara tromba



trovasti, et chi di te sì alto scrisse!

(Petrarca “Canzoniere” 187).

Homer made Achilles’ deeds immortal through his excellent poetry and Alexander recognizes 

that without a similarly talented poet his great deeds will not be preserved in the same way.  The 

capacities a man of letters must have to achieve this goal of immortality include expressing his 

ideas with elegance and in a way that is pleasing to the reader (Petrarca “Opere Latine” 1273).

This is the central mission of Petrarca’s literary project and he pursued it throughout his 

life.  His greatest problem, however, seems to have been a lack of worthy subjects for his pen.  In 

the dedication to King Roberto d’Angiò of Naples of his epic poem l’Africa he seems to be 

encouraging d’Angiò to do something worthy of Petrarca’s pen, so that Petrarca might write 

something about great men of the present time and not just about great men of the past like in 

l’Africa.  

In May of 1347 it seemed that something great had finally happened in Petrarca’s 

lifetime.  On the 20th of that month Cola di Rienzo took control of Rome while the Roman 

soldiers under Stefano Colonna were out of the city.  Cola di Rienzo was of low-birth, the son of 

an inn-keeper, but was known for his gifts of oratory and had been sent as an emissary of the 

Roman citizens to the papal court at Avignon in 1343.  It was here that Cola di Rienzo first met 

Petrarca (Petrarch 2).  It is obvious that they became friends and shared similar views on the state 

of affairs in Italy.  In one of Petrarca’s letters to Cola he remembers a conversation they had and 

writes, 

I seem to have been listening to a god, not to a man.  You bemoaned the present 

conditions--no, the very fall and ruin of the republic--in words of such divine inspiration, 

and you probed our wounds with the shafts of your eloquence to such depths that 



whenever I recall the sound and the meaning of your words, tears leap to my eyes, and 

grief again grips my soul.  My heart was all inflamed as you spoke. (Petrarch 4). 

Petrarch in this letter also talks about his hopes for what Cola di Rienzo might do saying, 

“Despair seizes me one moment, hope the next: and with my soul wavering between the two, I 

often murmur to myself: ‘Oh! If ever…oh! If it would only happen in my day…oh! If I could 

only share in so noble, so glorious an enterprise!’” (Petrarch 5).  Cola di Rienzo with his 

eloquence and vision seems to have caused Petrarca to have begun to hope that he might be the 

great man capable of finally changing the political situation of Italy.   

Considering his past relationship with Cola di Rienzo it is not surprising that upon 

learning of di Rienzo’s takeover of Rome that Petrarca immediately wrote a very enthusiastic 

letter to Cola di Rienzo and to the Roman people; a letter which Bardelli called a “hymn to 

liberty” (Petrarch 10).  He in fact urges the Roman people to consider liberty before all else.  

Therefore brave people…let each one of you prefer liberty itself to the loss of liberty. 

Without liberty life is mockery.  Keep your past servitude constantly before your eyes.  In 

this way, unless I err, your present liberty will be somewhat dearer to you than life itself. 

In this way, if at any time it should become necessary to part with one or the other, there 

will be no one who will not prefer to die a freeman rather than to live a slave… (Petrarch 

10).

Petrarca refers to di Rienzo as a modern day Brutus, liberator of the Roman people (Petrarch 13). 

He also encourages di Rienzo to make good use of all his time and whenever he is free to spend 

that time reading of the deeds of the great men of ancient Rome (Petrarch 20).  

At the closing of the letter Petrarca expresses his regret that he could not take part in the 

events in person but is glad that he can participate with his pen and make his voice heard. 



Petrarcha also says, “this subject that I have now treated in loose prose, I may attempt in the near 

future in different meters, provided that you will not deceive my hopes and wishes and will not 

deny me perseverance in your glorious undertaking” (Petrarch 23).  Petrarca’s hopes are clear in 

this sentence; that something finally might have occurred in his time that was worthy of being 

preserved, thereby bringing honor both to Petrarca the poet and to the Roman people. 

Unfortunately Cola di Rienzo’s revolution was short lived.   Petrarca still had hopes, however, 

that someone else, such as emperor Carl IV of Bohemia to whom he wrote a letter on the subject, 

might take up the cause (Guglielminetti 26).    

When Petrarca returned to Italy from Avignon after the death of his patron Cardinal 

Giovanni Colonna he was did not know immediately where he wanted to live.  One option was 

offered by his friend Boccaccio who had convinced the city leaders of Florence to restore the 

confiscated property of Petrarca’s father to him if he would come and teach at the university. 

Petrarca refused this offer.  Guglielminetti argues that this is not surprsing despite the fact that 

Florence was the city of Petrarca’s birth because Petrarca “non si considerava più come un esule 

a torto da Firenze, ma piuttosto un pellegrino universale, portatore di un messaggio culturale e 

politico momentaneamente deluso, ma destinato a risorgere.  Fallito realmente era soltanto il 

disegno utopico formulato ai tempi dell’incoronazione, che poesia e politica collaborassero 

armoniosamente…” (26).  Forced for the time to settle for less lofty goals, Petrarca decided to 

live in Milan under the Visconti family, who had the reputation of being tyrants.  

Many of his friends reproved Petrarca for working for such a family (Guglielminetti 27). 

In Petrarca’s reply to one of them he says that his soul is not subject to anyone except God, and 

occasionally those he feels a natural connection with because of their virtue (Guglielminetti 77). 

The earthly part of him on the other hand is subject to the lords of wherever he lives because that 



is the way the world works.  He argues that the lords are no more free than those they rule over 

because, “Quei pochi per i quali si dice che l’umanità vive, non sono più temibili per i popoli 

quanto i popoli non lo siano per essi” (Guglielminetti 78).  Petrarca points out that in fleeing 

from one tyrant you may just end up with many others and that if there were one place in the 

world governed by “un re giusto e mite” that he would go there immediately.  He claims that the 

Visconti offer him “serenitá e silenzio e sicurezza e libertà, queste sono le cose cui debbo 

pensare, queste sono le mie oncombenze.”  (Guglielminetti 78).  Petrarca seems uneasy with the 

relationship between intellectuals and patrons that is happening in his time.  While it seems he 

would prefer to work for someone who shares his values, when no such person is to be found, he 

is also willing to content himself with a patron who leaves him free to pursue his work and his 

studies.  We can find evidence that this strong relationship between artists and princely courts, 

which was so difficult for Petrarca, continued throughout the Renaissance in the literature of the 

pastoral genre which was popular during the 16th century.   

For the last half of that century the pastoral play was one of the most popular literary 

genres, and its influence would be strongly felt in the music of that time and of the next century. 

This genre grew out of a combination of the tragicommedia genre and pastoral themes 

popularized by Iacopo Sannazaro’s Libro pastorale nominato Arcadia.  The tragicommedia was 

a middle ground between tragedy and comedy.  This genre developed because pure tragedy did 

not appeal to audiences at the time.  “The original roots of tragedy in ancient Greek religion and 

society were far removed from anything which Renaissance Italy, for all its scholarship, could 

readily conceive” (Andrews 288).  Giraldi (1504-1573) was one of the first to write in this new 

genre which he called tragedie a lieto fine, instead of the more common tragicommedia 

(Andrews 291).  In pastoral plays, following in the tradition of tragicommedia, it “became 



permissible to explore painful emotions, conflict, and even serious danger, but to bring 

everything round to a happy dénouement” (Andrews 292).    

Sannazaro’s L’Arcadia was first seen in print in the 1480’s and a completed version was 

published in 1504 (Panizza 159).   It was the most influential of “a growing number of texts, 

some for performance and some not, which mingled pastoral fiction and classical myth in ways 

which were sometimes sheer autonomous fantasy but often also involved more direct reference 

to authors, patrons, and their circle” (Andrews 292).  These texts show the close ties that existed 

between intellectuals and the various courts of Italy during the time they were written.  While 

pastoral works may first bring to mind simply idyllic settings and love poetry, these works also 

commented on and portrayed modern society.  

One interpretation of Sannazaro’s L’Arcadia is a “metaphor for the community of poets 

and writers belonging to the Accademia Pontaniana in Naples, most of whom were attached to 

the Aragonese court.  Many of the shepherds are identified as court personalities in the course of 

the work” (Panizza 161).  The book itself came to be used as a political tool by which Sannazaro 

supported his patron.  In 1486 Sannazaro sent an incomplete version of L’Arcadia, with just 10 

of what would eventually be 12 chapters in the final version, to the wife of the Duke of Calabria. 

Santagata argues that the tenth chapter can be seen as a show of support to the King of Naples 

who was under attack by various barons and courtiers that were plotting against him.  Sannazaro 

writes in the tenth chapter of Arcadia:

     Pastor, la noce che con l’ombre frigide

noce a le biade, or ch’è ben tempo trunchesi,

pria che per anni il sangue si rinfrigide.

     Non aspettate che la terra ingiunchesi



di male piante, e non tardate a svellere,

finché ogni ferro poi per forza adunchesi.

     Tagliate tosto le radici all’ellere

Ché se col tempo e col poder s’aggravano, 

Non lasseranno i pini in alto excellere.  

(Sannazaro qtd. in Santagata 147)

This passage can be read as encouraging the King to stop those who are plotting against him 

before they become to strong just as it would be necessary to cut off the roots of ivy plants 

before they become strong enough to stop the pine trees from thriving.  Santagata explains 

further Sannazaro’s reasons for making such a show of support.  Sannazaro was “uno di quei 

piccoli nobili e, nello stesso tempo grandi intellettuali, che dipendevano strettamente 

dall’amministrazione dello Stato e dai rapporti con i membri della famiglia reale” (Santagata 

148).  In a moment of crisis it was necessary for Sannazaro to either show his support for his 

patron or find a new one. 

In 1501 Sannazaro followed his patron King Federico d’Aragona into exile. After the 

Spanish conquest of the Kingdom of Naples in 1504 Sannazaro wrote an epilogue which he 

published with the final edition of L’Arcadia.  In this epilogue he writes:

Le nostre Muse sono extinte, secchi sono i nostri lauri, ruinato è il nostro Parnaso, le 

selve son tutte mutole, le valli e i monti per doglia son divenuti sordi.  Non si trovano più 

ninfe o satiri per li boschi, i pastori han perduto il cantare, i greggi e gli armenti appena 

pascono per li prati e coi lutulenti piedi per isdegno conturbano i liquidi fonti, né si 

degnano, vedendosi mancare il latte, di nutrire più i parti loro[…].  Ogni cosa si perde, 

ogni speranza è mancata, ogni consolazione è morta.



(Sannazaro qtd. in Santagata 148).

Sannazaro is lamenting here the loss of the culture and society that he enjoyed at Naples and that 

were represented in Arcadia.  It has been lost and this is represented as an Arcadia where 

shepherds no longer sing and livestock muddy pure fountains with their feet.  With the Spanish 

conquest there is no hope of the old Naples returning or of Arcadia being restored (Santagata 

148).

Despite these political influences on Sannazaro’s work, Santagata argues that this was not 

the main purpose of Arcadia.  Sannazaro “ambiva a una letteratura che durasse nel tempo, non 

legata a contingenze storiche particolari.  La Storia è stata più forte di lui, ma lui non ha perso la 

sua scommessa: i posteri, infatti, non si fermeranno sugli scompensi e le contraddizioni prodotti 

nel libro dalle pressioni esterne.  L’Arcadia da lui dipinta si imporrà per secoli come uno dei miti 

centrali dell’immaginario europeo…” (Santagata 149).  

Sannazaro’s greater literary project in Arcadia is described by Panizza as “a metaphor for 

a genre of poetry about intimate and subjective sentiments, humble and lowly by contrast with 

the epic sublimity of public poetry on national and heroic subjects” (160).  In the prologue to 

Arcadia he talks about how often the wild plants that grow on mountains can be more pleasing 

than the cultivated ones of gardens, and how the song of wild birds in the woods can be more 

pleasing than the songs of caged birds in ornate cages in the city.  He then writes that “le 

silvestre canzoni vergate ne li ruvidi cortecci de’ faggi dilettino non meno a chi le legge, che li 

colti versi scritti ne le rase carte degli indorati libri; e le incerate canne de’ pastori porgano per le 

fiorite valli forse più piacevole suono, che li tersi e pregiati bossi de’ musici per le pompose 

camere non fanno” (Sannazaro 1).  This passage shows a desire for a more natural style that 

might be present among the uncivilized as opposed to the more elevated style of the highly 



educated poet.  There are stark contrasts between the rough and the civilized.  Poems written on 

tree bark are contrasted with poems written in embossed books made of fine paper.  The simple 

waxed staff of a shepherd is compared with the fine woods used to make musical instruments by 

great crafstman and used by highly trained musicians.  Despite their lack of education and their 

simplicity, the shepherds of Arcadia manage to express more easily their feelings and touch their 

listeners.

The center of the drama in most of the pastoral plays, which developed out of the 

tradition of tragicommedia and Sannazaro’s depiction of Arcadia, deals with a male shepherd 

who is in love with a shepherdess or nymph who is not interested in his advances, causing him 

much sorrow.  Through his faithfulness, however, he eventually wins her heart.  Andrews 

describes this as two opposing ideals, “on one hand the freedom of virginity (often associated 

with devotion to Diana, to hunting and to other outdoor sports), and on the other hand surrender 

(pleasurable in another way) to the love of a pursuing male” (294).  This represented a real 

conflict for women in Renaissance society.  “Both in real life and on stage, young women were 

praised and admired for being chaste, even for resisting sexual assault to the death; at the same 

time it was recognised that sooner or later they must change course completely and succumb to 

respectable marriage” (294).    One example of this conflict can be found in the first scene of 

Torquato Tasso’s L’Aminta.  The basic story of the play is that Aminta is in love with Silvia who 

is not interested in his advances.  In the first scene there is a conversation between Silvia and her 

friend Dafne, who acts as a more experienced confidante.

Dafne warns Silvia that she may never know the pleausres of love along with joys of 

motherhood if she continues to reject Aminta.  Silvia responds by explaining that love is not for 

her and that she prefers to hunt:



Altri segua i diletti de l’amore,

se pur v’è ne l’amor alcun diletto:

ma questa vita giova, e ‘l mio trastullo

è la cura de l’arco e degli strali;

seguir le fere fugaci, e le forti

atterrar combattendo; e, se non mancano

saette a la faretra, o fere al bosco,

non tem’io che a me manchino diporti.

(Tasso 9).

Dafne’s response seems like something that a mother or other relative might say to a young 

woman.  She explains that she too was once like Silvia but that now she is wiser.

Era il mio sommo gusto (or me n’aveggio,

gusto di sciocca) sol tender le reti,

ed invescar le panie, ed aguzzare

il dardo ad una cote, e spiar l’orme

e ‘l covil de le fere; e, se talora

vedeva guatarmi da cupido amante,

chinava gli occhi rustica e selvaggia,

piena di sdegno e di vergogna, e m’era

mal grata la mia grazia, e dispiacente

quanto di me piaceva altrui: pur come

fosse mia colpa e mia onta e mio scorno 

l’esser guardata, amata e desiata.



(Tasso 11).

Dafne’s shame at being admired by a man makes sense considering the culture of the time.  If a 

woman had been taught the ideal of chastity her whole life it is not incredible that she might 

despise her beauty that makes men desire her and almost feel guilty for being attractive.  Dafne 

would have preferred to keep her chastity and her freedom to hunt.  Now that she was been won 

over by her lover, however, Dafne finds her past interests to be silly things compared to the joys 

of love.  The arms that were used to win her were “l’umiltà, sofferenza, pianti, sospiri, e 

dimandar mercede” (Tasso 11).  For Silvia it takes Aminta falling off a cliff and almost dying for 

her to return his love.  

Tasso’s L’Aminta was the first pastoral play to gain wide popularity and influence. 

Andrews explains that L’Aminta “…was the work, perhaps, which induced humanist theory to 

capitulate and accept a third dramatic genre of pastoral alongside comedy and tragedy…[and] 

with the genre now established as theoretically respectable, as well as popular, the number of 

texts increased: at least thirty pastoral-mythological dramas were published in the 1580’s” (296). 

The only one of them that can compare with L’Aminta in influence and popularity is 

Giambattista Guarini’s Il pastor fido (Wilkins 290).  It was this play that would be extremely 

influential on the composer Claudio Monteverdi at the end of the 16th century.

Monteverdi must have seen Il pastor fido when it was performed in 1598 in Mantua, 

where we was working as a composer at the court of Vincenzo Gonzaga.  Vincenzo Gonzaga had 

been trying to organize a production of the play since 1591 and it is known that the composers 

Wert and Francesco Rovigo had composed music in 1592 for a production that was never held 

(Tomlinson 114).  It is possible that some of Monteverdi’s madrigals from his fifth book, which 

are almost entirely taken from Il pastor fido, may have been written for the 1598 production. 



This is unlikely, however, because the choruses were the parts that were most often sung and 

none of the texts in the fifth book come from the chorus sections (Tomlinson 116).  Whether or 

not any of the music from the fifth book was used for an actual production, Ossi argues that they 

are “a first point of arrival in Monteverdi’s search for musical drama.  Over the course of its 

nineteen madrigals Monteverdi condenses the principal emotional and psychological tensions of 

Il pastor fido” (10).   Even in his earlier books we can see a preference of Monteverdi’s for 

dramatic texts.  In his third book of madrigals Monteverdi chose to set passages from Tasso’s 

Gerusalemme liberata depicting “Armida’s and Rinaldo’s expressive outburts of pain and 

rage…” (Leopold 75).  When he did choose passages from lyrical poetry he for the most part 

chose texts that were active as opposed to descriptive.  Pastoral poetry may have appealed to 

Monteverdi because it offered many active passages of short monologues or dialogues which 

could easily be made into madrigal settings (Leopold 75).  

Monteverdi called his theory of composition a seconda prattica, and though he never 

gave a complete explanation of it, through a few documents, written in response to attacks on his 

music, as well as correspondence, it is possible to have some idea what he meant by it. 

Monteverdi’s brother Giulio Cesare described Monteverdi’s seconda prattica as being about 

music serving the text.  Ossi points out that this is an oversimplification as “in fact, one would be 

hard put to find much music by Monteverdi, especially from the fifth book on, in which Giulio 

Cesare’s words can be said actually to be true” (21).  The explanation of this apparent 

contradiction is that Monteverdi was really searching for a musical language that “reaches 

beyond individual words for the essential affect of the text, which it expresses by any means 

necessary” (Ossi 23).  This can certainly be seen in Monteverdi’s first opera, L’Orfeo favola in  



musica, which makes use of various styles to make express the affect of different points in the 

drama.  

Many of the earliest operas that preceded Monteverdi’s were composed in Florence and 

were influenced greatly by a group of intellectuals in Florence that were associated with the 

nobleman Giovanni de’ Bardi.  They were concerned with studying ancient music and 

particularly with the miraculous effects that ancient music was supposed to have had.  One of 

these men, Vincenzo Galilei, writes in his Dialogue on Ancient and Modern Music, “Despite the 

pinnacle of excellence modern music has reached, we do not hear or see today the slightest sign 

of the effects that the ancient music had, nor do we read that it had these effects fifty or a 

hundred years ago, when it was not so common and familiar to people” (200).   He blames 

contrapuntists for this problem, who “like Epicureans, have not hesitated to put novelty for the 

sake of delighting the sense before everything else, arguing for the judgment of the hearing as 

the faculty that measures and tastes musical intervals” (209).  The solution that this group came 

up with was abandoning contrapuntal polyphony in favor of monody, a simple accompaniment to 

a single voice.

In the quest for sensuality and virtuosity, music had lost contact with its roots in 

language.  If that schism could be healed, so that the melody and rhythm of music sprang 

direct from a lofty declamation of poetry, and if the harmony of instruments could be 

confined to the modest office of supporting the singing voice, then perhaps the age of 

miracles might return (Kimbell 337).  

Monteverdi was familiar with the work of Galilei and his colleagues in Bardi’s camerata, and he 

made use of the monodic style they helped develop in both his operas and his madrigals from the 

fifth book forward.  He differed from them, however, in that his main inspiration was from 



ancient philosophy and not ancient musical practice.  “He was not seeking to revive ancient 

music, whose terminology he saw only as vestiges of an era beyond reconstruction” (Ossi 192). 

He was focused more “on the end purpose of music rather than on the details of compositional 

technique” (Ossi 193).  This meant that while much of his music is monodic, Monteverdi was 

never completely tied to that style of composition.   

Monteverdi does make use of monody, or recitative style, in a great part of L’Orfeo.  In 

these passages the rhythm of the music imitates the rhythm of speech.  The stressed syllables are 

usually lengthened and are occasionally further emphasized by falling on a note that is dissonant 

to the prevailing harmony.  One example can be found in measure 140 of the opera, where the 

first act begins.  In the phrase “In questo lieto e fortunato giorno” the words ‘in questo’ are sung 

quickly in eighth notes but the stressed syllable ‘lie’ is held for a quarter notes length.  The 

shepherd then sings the syllables quickly again until he arrives at the syllable ‘na’ of the word 

‘fortunato’.  This is a stressed syllable and it is held for the length of a dotted quarter note.  It is 

also a dissonant note to the prevailing harmony which adds extra emphasis to that syllable 

(Monteverdi 8).  Recitative style is also used for some of the most dramatic moments of the 

Opera such as when the messenger Silvia brings Orfeo the news that Euridice is dead.  In 

measure 142 of the Second Act the messenger says “Ahi caso acerbo”.  ‘Ahi’ is held out for the 

duration of two half notes like a long sigh.  Then the syllables ‘ca’ and ‘cer’ are held longer 

because they are the accented syllables.  Once again the syllable ‘cer’ is also on a dissonant note.

Besides making use of monody Monteverdi also uses word-painting, a common aspect of 

the musical language of Renaissance madrigals.  A good example of this is Orfeo’s recitative 

where he decides to go to the underworld to save Euridice.  In bars 307 and 315 when he is 

asking questions the music rises to imitate the inflection of a question in speech.    In bar 320 



when Orfeo sings about going to ‘the most profound abysses’  the music goes down and then in 

326 when he sings about taking Euridice back up ‘to see the stars again’ the music makes its way 

back up.  At the end of the aria when Orfeo sings ‘goodbye earth’ the music goes very low. 

Then when he sings ‘goodbye sky’ the music goes higher.  It goes higher still when he sings 

‘goodbye sun’ (Monteverdi 45-46).

For the more joyful parts of the piece Monteverdi uses an entirely different style of 

composition.  In two of the choruses, one at the beginning for Orfeo and Euridice’s wedding and 

one at the end celebrating Orfeo’s triumph in the underworld, Monteverdi makes use of the 

traditional canzonetta form.  With its very rhythmic character the canzonetta form is a stark 

contrast with the free form recitatives that make up much of the rest of the opera.  This helps 

create a feeling of joy and peace which contrast with the feelings of confusion and despair that 

result from the unstructured recitatives (Ossi 24).  This is a great example of where Monteverdi’s 

musical language goes beyond simply following the words of the text and creates a musical 

atmosphere that represents the overall feeling of the complete passage or even a great part of the 

whole opera.  Monteverdi does not limit himself to just one style of composition but uses any 

means that will be effective at expressing the meaning or the mood of the text.

Much later in 1638 Monteverdi published his eighth book of madrigals which he titled 

Madrigali guerrieri, et amorosi.  With this collection he published a preface that gives a further 

theoretical explanation of his seconda prattica (Hanning 145).  Monteverdi writes that there are 

three principle “passions or affections of the soul: ira, temperanza, et umiltà o supplicatione” 

(Hanning 149).  These correspond to three styles of music, concitato, molle, and temperato 

(Hanning 149).  Hanning explains that “the notion of a tripartite division of the emotions, each 

one corresponding to a different kind of musical composition, was held in antiquity and was 



transmitted by at least three sources--Cleonides, Aristides Quintilianus, and Manuel Bryenius--

all widely known by the end of the Renaissance” (154).  Hanning quotes Cleonides’ explanation 

of what these three emotions were along with their corresponding type of music.

The diastaltic ethos in melodic composition is that which reveals heroic deeds and the 

grandeur and loftiness of a manly soul and an affection akin to these….The systaltic 

ethos is that by which the soul is brought into dejection [through which the soul is led 

towards humility] and an effeminate [unmanly] condition….The hesychastic ethos is that 

which accompanies quietude of soul and a liberal and peaceful state. (qtd in Hanning 

154).

Monteverdi’s three genera correspond to these three categories, the concitato to the diastaltic, the 

molle to the systaltic, the temperato to the hesychastic (Hanning 169).  Monteverdi was also 

influenced by Plato’s question, “Do not the manner and diction and [the delivery of the] words 

follow and conform to the disposition of the soul?”  Monteverdi explained in a letter that this 

question lead him to search for a “via naturale all’immitatione” (Hanning 157).  Since words 

express the disposition of the soul if music is to truly express words then it must also express the 

disposition of the soul.   The molle style was common in the madrigals of the late 16th century, 

as it was ideally suited to portraying the laments of shepherds in pastoral literature, but 

Monteverdi found examples of the concitato style to be completely absent (Hanning 169).  He 

therefore devoted himself to experimenting in this style.  While the first compositions in this 

style dealt with battle, such as Il Combattimento di Tancredi e Clorinda, Monteverdi also 

experimented with it in various works where the style could be used effectively “to convey a 

range of agitated emotions” (Ossi 244).  



For poets and writers in the Renaissance, humanism often meant looking back at ancient 

models and either imitating them or finding inspiration in them.  They did not have only treatises 

on rhetoric but actual examples of orations.  They did not just have explanations of the 

philosophy of poetry but actual examples of ancient poetry.  There were clear paths to be 

followed.  For composers such as Monteverdi, on the other hand, who were searching for a new 

style of music that would have a powerful emotional effect, there were no such models.  The 

ancient sources on musical practice and notation were not sufficient to provide an accurate idea 

of what ancient music was really like.  Instead composers were only able to choose philosophical 

models for which they had to develop practical applications through experimentation.  Through 

this experimentation they were able to achieve the goal of effecting the emotions of their 

listeners, a goal similar to that of the humanist writers who sought to effect people’s emotions 

through rhetoric and poetry. 
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